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WHO WE ARE
3StarsNet is the biggest alternative VoIP operator in
Belgium. Created in 1990, we are fully BIPT Licensed, with
our own redundant network infrastructure and number
ranges.
In 27 years, we have developed a wide range of
partnerships. From the local IT consultant to the main
wholesale and white label partners.
Every actor has its challenges and objectives. We have many
various solutions for every level of partners. Our aim is to
help you grow your business, while having a professional
telecom partnership.

THE N.P.C.
PROGRAM
As we are continuously reinventing
ourselves, we have brought into the
market a new way of doing business with
our high-level partners.
Thanks to a NPC program, you can truly
become an independent Belgian telecom
operator, while avoiding ton invest in
time and money to pass SS7 and IP
interconnect certificates.

Financial Health

Financial health score at 99 % for the third consecutive year.
Source www.creditsafe.be . Result taken the 01.09.2018

Key Facts 2018
290+ Milions of minutes
were processed by 3StarsNet network
this year.

200+ Wholesale Partners
Resell/repackage our services using
our 4 different partnering programs.

500.000 € Invested
To keep improving our network, we
invested more than half a million
euro in our infrastructure and R&D...
Please welcome our new redundants
Cisco ASR 1002-HX.

20000+ Customers
Trusted 3StarsNet network for their
communications.

Uptime 99,993%
Based on whole sale platform uptime,
from 01/01/2017 to 31/01/2018. Total
cumulative downtime: 99 min.
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CARRIER FEATURES
1.

Free multi-site
channels*.

SIP-Trunks

with

free

and

unlimited

2.

Inbound & outbound traffic

3.

National, international, VAS and toll free DIDs

4.

T38 support

5.

Direct IP peering: get locally peered to 3StarsNet Network
(Interconnect point: InterXion)

6.

Real time calls monitoring: Real time business insight on
ongoing calls (accurate view on current consumption)

7.

Active Anti-hacking algorithm auto detection and protect:
handling maximum daily and monthly limits consumption,
channels, destination zone, time frame, user’s profile

8.

TLS/SRTP: protect your calls call and its signalization (VoSIP)

9.

Block group of outgoing prefixes: based on your needs, you
can apply blocking VAS numbers, “Do Not Call Me List”,
International exotic destinations, etc.

INTERFACE FEATURES
1.

Automatic Porting tool: follow
requests in real time

and execute your porting

2.

Individual rate plans: Get rated CDRs with your own Rate
Plans

3.

Real time rated CDRs: No delay to get your CDRs, easier
your billing and monitoring

4.

Enriched CDRs: customize your CDRs parameters, pass
specific customers parameters, match your CDRs to your
business needs

* For security reasons, outbound channels might be adapted according to your
usage
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PROCEDURE
STEP 1

Order your NPC number toward BIPT

STEP 2

Order new block(s) of numbers toward BIPT

STEP 3

Once received, send letter to all Belgian operators
communicating new ranges + Routing code C0039

STEP 4

Interconnect you IP switch(s) to our IP switchs

STEP 5

Test that everything sent to routing code C0039 but with
your NPC ID is forwarded to your SIP end points (multiple
SIP routers == redundancy )

STEP 6

Test phase (comparing CDRs, load test, Codec test, etc.

STEP 7

Production

PORTING
Porting IN
Option 1: you deal with your porting via CRDC
Option 2: ordering FAP (fully automated profile) and
deploy our automated porting tool in your infrastructure
Option 3: ask us to deal with your porting for you
Porting OUT
Option 1: you deal with your porting via CRDC
Option 2: ask us to deal with your porting for you
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